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Imaging the atomic position of light cations in a porous network and the 

Eu3+ ion exchange capability by aberration corrected electron microscopy.  

Alvaro Mayoral,* [a] Reece M. Hall,[b] Roksana Jackowska,[b] and Jennifer E. Readman*[b] 

Abstract: In the present work, ETS-10 microporous titanosilicate has been synthesized and its structure characterized by means of powder XRD and 

aberration corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy (Cs-corrected STEM). For the first time, sodium ions have been imaged sitting inside the 7 

membered rings. The ion-exchanged capability has been tested by the inclusion of rare earth metals (Eu, Tb and Gd) to produce a luminescent material 

which has been studied by atomic-resolution Cs-corrected STEM. The data produced has allowed unambiguous imaging of light atoms in a microporous 

framework as well as determining the cationic metal positions for the first time, providing evidence of the importance of advanced electron microscopy 

methods for the study of the local environment of metals within zeolitic supports providing unique information of both systems (guest and support) at the 

same time. 

ETS-10 (Engelhard titanosilicate) material is a synthetic microporous crystalline solid with pore dimensions of 4.9 Å × 7.6 Å, 
formed by chains of corner-sharing TiO6 octahedra and SiO4 tetrahedra linked to each other by oxygen bridges[1]. The 
structure contains pore systems formed by 12-membered rings (MR), 7 MR and 3 MR where each Ti unit introduces two 
negative charges which must be compensated by extra-framework cations to provide a material that is highly interesting 
for ion exchange, adsorption, photochemistry, membrane separation, and catalysis[2]. The particular structural features of 
ETS-10, which contain high degrees of disorder have proven challenging for structural elucidation[1b, 3]. As a consequence, 
locating the cations[3-4] has been problematic and theoretical studies have been devoted into the elucidation of this 
parameter[5]. 
 
The behavior and potential uses of ETS-10 are directly related to the structure, defects, electronic properties and cations 
incorporated and a more precise characterization is required in order to understand and exploit its properties. In this 
context, transmission electron microscopy has emerged as a very useful method for the observation of a large variety of 
porous structures[6]. Cs-corrected STEM in combination with a high angle annular dark field detector (HAADF) has made it 
possible to obtain atomic resolution data of the framework and of guest elements[7] converting it in the most appropriate 
method for imaging incorporated species into the structure[8].  
 
 In the present work we aim to shed light on the elucidation of the atomic position of light elements (Na+) in ETS-10, by 
means of spherical aberration corrected STEM, through its ion exchange capability of lanthanide cations.  
ETS-10 material crystallizes within the C2/c space group with unit cell parameters a=21.00, b=21.00, c=14.51 Å; β=111.128 
and α=γ=90.00°[1b]. Figure S1 displays the Cs-corrected STEM-HAADF image of ETS-10 along the [110] orientation together 
with the chemical and structural information of the as-synthesized material. Taking into account that the STEM-HAADF 
method is sensitive to the atomic number of the elements, heavier atoms scatter the electrons more strongly than lighter 
elements and therefore they appear brighter in the images[11],  so consequently, the identification of light cations such as 
Na+ or K+ has not yet been possible in any microporous support.   Figure 1a exhibits the Cs-corrected STEM-ADF (annular 
dark field) image where all atomic columns forming the framework can be unmistakably identified. The brightest spots 
correspond to Ti atomic columns. In this mode, the pores appear in black as there no elements present to scatter the 
incoming electrons. The superimposed model confirms a direct correspondence of the atomic positions between the 
experimental data and the theoretical model. Despite the accurate concordance between all framework atoms a faint 
signal can be observed in the center of the 7 membered rings (MR). In figure 1b the intensity profiles are plotted along the 
white arrow of the figure 1a, among the three maxima observed, the central one with the strongest signal, corresponds to 
the Ti columns, while two others with much lower intensity are separated from the Ti columns by ≈ 3. Å. In the initial 
framework model (figure S1 and 1a) the 7MR are presented as empty cavities without taking into account the cationic 
species. However, based on the current observations and on previous reports[5a, 5d, 5e] cations may fill the 7 MR, see figure 
1c. In here, Na+ cations (yellow spheres) have been introduced in the center of the 7MR. In order to match this projected 
distance (3 Å), Na cations must be sitting in the center of the 7MR as described by Anderson et al.[5a]; who placed one of 
the Na+ (denoted as Na (IV), according to Anderson´s nomenclature) positions within the 7-ring between two orthogonal 

titanium–oxygen chains; this cationic position can be 
defined by the atomic coordinates x = 0.50000; y = 0.43860 
and z = 0.75000 (position IV). In figure S2a, the porous 
framework is shown with the Na (IV) site added; now the 
theoretical distance between the cation and the Ti column 
is approximately 3.39 Å, slightly larger than the 
experimental data acquired. If instead of Na (IV), we 
introduce the equivalent positions denoted as Na (I) x = 
0.14172; y = 0. 80675 and z = 0.80792 and Na (II) x = 
0.38857; y = 0. 56680 and z = 0.81253, figure S2b, the 
interatomic theoretical distances between Na and Ti are 
2.55 Å, smaller than the experimental measured. However, 
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if all three atomic positions are taken into account (Na (I, II and IV)), figure S2c, it can be observed that positions Na (I) and 
Na (II) are very close with respect to Na (IV) and not resolvable by electron microscopy. If now,  the distance from the 
center of that Na unit (composed by 3 cationic positions) to the Ti columns is measured the approximate value obtained is 
3.09 Å, very similar to the experimental data suggesting that the faint signal observed in the electron microscopy images 
may correspond to the three Na+ cationic species coexisting together.  
 
Based on the 23Na 3Q MAS NMR results reported by Anderson et al.[5a] there should be two more cationic sites for Na 
occupancy, denoted Na (III) and Na (V), see S2. The equivalent Na (I) and Na (II) positions sitting outside the 7 MR, see 
figure S3, are very close to the Si columns and therefore cannot be discerned by STEM imaging since the predominant 
signal observed would correspond to the Si due to the light nature of the Na+ cations (or more specifically to the sum of Na 
and Si).  Positions denoted as III and V are not observed in the experimental images, which can be attributed to either the 
absence of cations at those sites or that alternatively, the Na (III) sites are too close to the ETS-10 framework to be 
discernable; meanwhile for the site V this can be due to its low occupancy associated to the numerous possible sites where 
cations can be present.  
 
Taking these assumptions into account, multislice simulations were performed in order to corroborate the experimental 
observations with the theoretical data. Figure S4 shows the comparison between the experimental and simulated data 
corroborating the perfect agreement between both images. 
 
In order to further investigate the initial Na+ positions as well as to evaluate the ion-exchange capability of ETS-10 three 
different cations (Eu3+, Gd3+, Tb3+) have been attempted to be introduced replacing the Na+ and/or K+. Powder X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) patterns of each material as well as the parental ETS-10 are shown in figure S5. The variations in the 
relative intensities of the peaks corresponding to the (2 0 -4), (1 1 -4) and (6 0 -2) reflections (at 24.55, 25.37 and 25.79° 2-
theta respectively) suggest that the ion-exchange has been successful for each material. Accurate lattice parameters for 
the as-synthesized ETS-10 and the ion-exchanged ETS-10 were determined by using Pawley fits (table S1 and figure S6). The 
a parameter for the exchanged samples increased between 0.8 and 0.9 Å compared to the parent ETS-10, indicating that 
ion-exchange had taken place. The changes in the b and c parameters and the  angle were significant, but not as large as 
those observed for the a parameter.  
 
The same analysis was performed for the ion exchanged materials. Eu-ETS-10 images are depicted in figure 2. Figure 2a 
presents the low magnification micrograph with the correspondent FFT inset where no extra spots were observed and it 
could be also indexed assuming C2/c symmetry. From this image it can be firstly observed that the presence of double 
pores is not as clear as it was for the as-synthesized ETS-10 (figure S1a). Interestingly, instead of the typical “double pores” 
a brighter signal was observed at certain positions, attributed to the presence of the heavier Eu3+ cation. Simultaneously to 
this image, another micrograph was recorded obtaining a complementary annular dark field micrograph (figure 2b). In this 
mode of operation[12] the resulting image is less dependent on the atomic number and more affected by diffraction 
phenomena. With this set up, it is therefore more complicated to observe the guest species on the supports; however, it 
gives a perfect image of the periodic arrangement which allows a clear visualization of the “double pores” in the same 
positions where the stronger signal, attributed to the Eu3+, was initially observed. In order to gain information of the ion-
exchange capability of ETS-10, which will influence its potential applications, atomic resolution data was acquired (figure 
2c). By simple imaging comparison with the original Na+ loaded ETS-10 (figure 1a) it is evidenced different intensity signals, 
in the “butterfly units”, those composed by the TiO6

2- surrounded by the SiO4 tetrahedra and enclosed by the Ti wires. The 
intensity profile plotted in figure 2d was extracted from the area marked by the white arrow. In this case, 3 maxima are 
observed with higher intensity in comparison with the profile shown in figure 1a. The interatomic distances measured for 
this case, obtained after averaged 40 distances, were shorter than the parental form, being approximately 2.59 Å (in 
respect to the original at 3 Å). This difference suggests that the Eu3+ is only replacing certain Na+ sites as the distance 
measured for the exchanged material is more in agreement with the projected Na+(I)–Na+(II)–Ti theoretical distance 
shown in figure S2b; making it possible to comprehend not only the ion-exchange performance of ETS-10 but also 
corroborate the initial Na sites. Interestingly, we have not observed any evidence of the presence of zig-zag or dimers-like 
geometries as it has been previously proposed for another trivalent cations[5e]. Likewise, no signal of Eu3+ was observed 
within the 12 MR that would correspond to the site (III) and/or (V).  
In addition to these straightforward observable differences; the intensity recognizable in the Si columns, which are in the 
corner of each “butterfly” unit, is also higher in comparison to the initial material (see Fig. S7). Figure S7a corresponds to 
the parental material with the alkali cations present. In the proposed model (figure S2 and S3), sites (I) and (II) (for the Na+ 
outside the 7 MR) are very close to the ETS-10 skeleton and the signal obtained in those positions is associated to mainly 
the Si–Si columns separated by approximately 1.44 Å. However, after ion exchange a much stronger signal is observed 
associated to Eu3+, figure S7b; the Eu–Si distances measured were 2.48 Å, significantly larger than those obtained for the 
initial ETS-10. Such variation corroborates that the first interatomic distance corresponds to two Si columns. Meanwhile, 
after ion exchange, Eu3+ cations occupy the Na+ (I) and Na+ (II) sites that now appear brighter due to the higher scattering 
factor of Eu3+ in comparison with the framework, making able to conclude that the distance measured corresponds to the 
Eu3+ cations and the Si from the frameworks (see figure S8 for the schematic representation). With this method it is 
possible to evaluate the ion exchange performance of porous solids and also it is proven to be a good method for locating 



light elements within the framework. Image simulations were performed on ETS-10 with Eu cations in the Na (I) and Na(II) 
sites. Figure S9 shows the comparison between the experimental and simulated data corroborating the perfect agreement 
between both images. 
 
It has been previously reported[1c] that the “double pores” are not completely hollow channels along the z axis, 
(perpendicular to the paper) and it has been proved the presence of ETS-10 framework at those defects. This is 
corroborated when the ETS-10 is ion-exchanged with heavy elements as it is the case here. The low magnification image, 
figure 3a, does not show the presence of dark units (as they are clearly observable in figure S1a) which correspond to the 
“double pores”; instead a strong signal is detected that forcedly needs to be attributed to the Eu3+ cations (pointed by 
white arrows). A closer observation of these “new units” is shown in figure 3b.  A 3D thermal colour map where the 
presence of two “double pores” can be identified is shown in figure S10. In here, it can be detected that rather than the 
faint signal, typical of these defects, a stronger contrast is obtained identifiyng three new different atomic positions, 
denoted as 1, 2 and 3 in the so-called double pores[6b]. As it has been previously mentioned STEM-HAADF mode of 
operation is directly related to the atomic number of the elements and it is therefore the most advantageous approach for 
metal loaded supports. The relatively high contrast difference (in HAADF mode) between these defects and the rest of the 
framework can be easily understood in terms of Z contrast. At those specific positions the signal coming from the 
framework is virtually non-existent, as the scattering phenomena is strongly affected by the atomic number; heavy 
elements scatter more electrons making them very bright in comparison with the Si, Ti and O. A closer observation is 
presented in figure 3c; the Cs-corrected HAADF data displays the presence of a “double pore”. For clarity, in the 
superimposed model (where Eu appears in purple) this defect is represented as a complete pore along the z axis; however, 
in the experimental image situated underneath the model, a weak framework signal? can be observed. As described 
elsewhere[1c] this is due to the presence of another Ti unit separated by 6.7 Å to the adjacent one. Figure 3d shows a 
magnified image of two Ti chains that encapsulate the TiO6 octahedra directly linked and separated by 6.7 Å. For a more 
clear understanding of the contrast observed in the experimental data, the model of the Eu-ETS-10 is presented in figure 
S11. Figure S11a corresponds to the model where theoretically the double pore has been completely formed in the same 
manner as presented in figure 3c. As this is not the real case, figure S11b displays the model with the “double pore” but 
includes a fainter signal from the TiO6 octahedra with SiO4 units, which are present along the c axis (perpendicular to the 
plane of observation). For clarity, these two units added do not have the Eu cations placed in them yet. The fact that these 
structures are more transparent corresponds to the less number of atoms along the z axis, which make them invisible by 
TEM and weak signals by STEM. If now, the Eu cations are introduced at the same positions as originally described, 
substituting for the Na (I) and (II) sites, the contrast observed in the double pores can be understood. The three additional 
signals observed, numbered as 1, 2 and 3 corresponds to the Eu3+ at the center of the 7MR (number 1); Eu at the corners of 
the butterfly unit, close to the Si columns (number 2) and again another Eu atomic column in the center of adjacent 7 MR.  
Further evaluation was performed by chemical analyses, Figure S12 represents the EDS profiles of Eu3+, Tb3+ and Gd3+ ETS-
10, where Tb3+ and Gd3+ produce the same results as Eu3+ confirming the reproducibility of the ion exchange and of cationic 
location. The EDS analyses corroborate the metal content and also the remaining K+ cations that have not been completely 
removed. However, no Na+ signal can be observed, which proves that Na+ cations can be fully exchanged. 
 
In conclusion, ETS-10 in its sodium and potassium form has been synthesized via hydrothermal methods. These cationic 
species compensate the two negative charges that each TiO6

2- unit introduces into the framework. In the present study, the 
power of spherical aberration STEM has been demonstrated as it has been able to locate the cationic sites that have been 
previously ascribed to be Na+ positions. By the analysis of the atomic resolution images it has been possible to locate for 
the first time light elements within a porous network.  
 
With the intention of producing materials with luminescent properties, three different rare earth metals were ion-
exchanged into ETS-10. The powered XRD analysis did not suggest any significant structural changes but it indicates that 
the trivalent metals went inside the pores replacing the initial alkali cations.  The Cs-corrected STEM analysis made able to 
locate the positions of the Eu3+ cations in the ETS-10 framework and helped to understand the initial Na+ conformation. 
The results provided here provides unambiguous evidences of the cationic positions in ETS-10 porous framework as well as 
proof the paramount importance of this technique for the analysis of beam sensitive materials doped with active species 
which is the key for the incoming new materials with improved catalytic, optical and electronic properties.  
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Figure 1. a) Atomic-resolution Cs-corrected STEM-HAADF image of ETS-10 on the [110].  The model with same colour code as in figure 1 is shown inset superimposed. The white 

arrow marks where the intensity profile was extracted from. b) Intensity profile. c) Ball model of ETS-10, where some possible Na+ sites are represents by yellow spheres. The 

black arrow corresponds to the same experimental positions as those in figure 2a. Color code: Dark blue = Ti; light blue = Si; red = oxygen and yellow= Na. 

 



 

Figure 2. a) Cs-corrected STEM-HAADF of Eu-ETS-10 with the FFT shown inset and indexed assuming C2/m.. b) Same image collected with an annular dark field ADF detector. c) 

Atomic resolution image observing all atomic columns conforming the material. d) Intensity profiles extracted from the white arrow plotted in figure c. 



 

Figure 3. a) Cs-corrected STEM-HAADF of Eu-ETS-10, where a new different and stronger contrast can be identified pointed by white arrows. b) Closer observation of the area 

where this new defects are present. c) Atomic resolution image where the “double pores” are present. The ETS-10 model, with Eu3+ in purple, is superimposed. d) A closer 

observation of the defects with two Ti units are separated by approximately 6.7 Å.  

 
 


